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The U.S. personal saving rate — the percentage of personal income that remains after taxes and spending — was
3.8% in October 2023. The saving rate spiked to an all-time high during the pandemic, when consumers received
government stimulus money with little opportunity to spend, but fell quickly as stimulus payments ended and high
inflation ate into disposable income. The current level is well below pre-pandemic saving rates.

A low personal saving rate means there is less money available on a monthly basis for saving and investment.
However, many households still have pandemic-era savings, and the low rate indicates consumers are willing to
spend, which is good for the economy. The question is how long this spending can be sustained.

Sources: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2023; Bloomberg, October 10, 2023
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Key Retirement and Tax Numbers for 2024
Every year, the Internal Revenue Service announces
cost-of-living adjustments that affect contribution limits
for retirement plans and various tax deduction,
exclusion, exemption, and threshold amounts. Here
are a few of the key adjustments for 2024.

Estate, gift, and generation-skipping
transfer tax
• The annual gift tax exclusion (and annual

generation-skipping transfer tax exclusion) for 2024
is $18,000, up from $17,000 in 2023.

• The gift and estate tax basic exclusion amount (and
generation-skipping transfer tax exemption) for 2024
is $13,610,000, up from $12,920,000 in 2023.

Standard deduction
A taxpayer can generally choose to itemize certain
deductions or claim a standard deduction on the
federal income tax return. In 2024, the standard
deduction is:

• $14,600 (up from $13,850 in 2023) for single filers or
married individuals filing separate returns

• $29,200 (up from $27,700 in 2023) for married joint
filers

• $21,900 (up from $20,800 in 2023) for heads of
households

The additional standard deduction amount for the blind
and those age 65 or older in 2024 is:

• $1,950 (up from $1,850 in 2023) for single filers and
heads of households

• $1,550 (up from $1,500 in 2023) for all other filing
statuses

Special rules apply for an individual who can be
claimed as a dependent by another taxpayer.

IRAs
The combined annual limit on contributions to
traditional and Roth IRAs is $7,000 in 2024 (up from
$6,500 in 2023), with individuals age 50 or older able
to contribute an additional $1,000. The limit on
contributions to a Roth IRA phases out for certain
modified adjusted gross income (MAGI) ranges (see
table). For individuals who are active participants in an
employer-sponsored retirement plan, the deduction for
contributions to a traditional IRA also phases out for
certain MAGI ranges (see table). The limit on
nondeductible contributions to a traditional IRA is not
subject to phaseout based on MAGI.

Note: The 2024 phaseout range is $230,000–$240,000 (up from
$218,000–$228,000 in 2023) when the individual making the IRA
contribution is not covered by a workplace retirement plan but is filing jointly
with a spouse who is covered. The phaseout range is $0–$10,000 when the
individual is married filing separately and either spouse is covered by a
workplace plan.

Employer-sponsored retirement plans
• Employees who participate in 401(k), 403(b), and

most 457 plans can defer up to $23,000 in
compensation in 2024 (up from $22,500 in 2023);
employees age 50 or older can defer up to an
additional $7,500 in 2024 (the same as in 2023).

• Employees participating in a SIMPLE retirement plan
can defer up to $16,000 in 2024 (up from $15,500 in
2023), and employees age 50 or older can defer up
to an additional $3,500 in 2024 (the same as in
2023).

Kiddie tax: child's unearned income
Under the kiddie tax, a child's unearned income above
$2,600 in 2024 (up from $2,500 in 2023) is taxed using
the parents' tax rates.
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How Savers and Spenders Can Meet in the Middle
Couples who have opposite philosophies regarding
saving and spending often have trouble finding
common ground, and money arguments frequently
erupt. But you can learn to work with — and even
appreciate — your financial differences.

Money habits run deep
If you're a saver, you prioritize having money in the
bank and investing in your future. You probably hate
credit card debt and spend money cautiously. Your
spender spouse may seem impulsive, prompting you
to think, "Don't you care about our future?" But you
may come across as controlling or miserly to your
spouse who thinks, "Just for once, can't you loosen
up? We need some things!"

Such different outlooks can lead to mistrust and
resentment. But are your characterizations fair?
Money habits run deep, and have a lot to do with how
you were raised and your personal experience.
Instead of assigning blame, focus on finding out how
each partner's financial outlook evolved.

Saving and spending actually go hand in hand.
Whether you're saving for a vacation, a car, college, or
retirement, your money will eventually be spent on
something. You just need to decide together how and
when to spend it.

Talk through your differences
Sometimes couples avoid talking about money
because they are afraid to argue. But scheduling
regular money meetings could give you more insight
into your finances and provide a forum for handling
disagreements, helping you avoid future conflicts.

You might not have an equal understanding of your
finances, so start with the basics. How much money is
coming in and how much is going out? Next, work on
discovering what's important to each of you.

To help ensure a productive discussion, establish
some ground rules. For example, you might set a time
limit, insist that both of you come prepared, and take a
break if the discussion becomes too heated.
Communication and compromise are key. Don't just
assume you know what your spouse is thinking — ask,
and keep an open mind.

Here are some questions to get started.

• What does money represent to you? Security?
Freedom? The opportunity to help others?

• What are your short-term and long-term savings
goals? Why are these important to you?

• How comfortable are you with debt? This could
include mortgage debt, credit card debt, and loans.

• Who should you spend money on? Do you agree on
how much to give to your children or spend on gifts
to family members, friends, or charities?

• What rules would you like to apply to purchases? For
example, you might set a limit on how much one
spouse can spend without consulting the other.

• Would you like to set aside some discretionary
money for each of you? That could help you feel
more free to save or spend those dollars without
having to justify your decision.

What's Your Money Style?

\

Source: Consumer Financial Protection Bureau

Agree on a plan
Once you've explored what's important to you, create
a concrete budget or spending plan that will help keep
you on the same page. For example, to account for
both perspectives, you could make savings an
"expense" and also include a "just for fun" category. If
a formal budget doesn't work for you, find other ways
to blend your styles, such as automating your savings
or bill paying, prioritizing an emergency account, or
agreeing to put specific percentages of your income
toward wants, needs, and savings.

And track your progress. Scheduling money dates to
go over your finances will give you a chance to
celebrate your successes or identify what needs to
improve. Be willing to make adjustments if necessary.
It's hard to break out of patterns, but with consistent
effort and good communication, you'll have a strong
chance of finding the middle ground.
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Don't Forget About Credit When Planning for Retirement
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As you plan for retirement, you might not give credit a
second thought, especially if your plan includes paying
off your mortgage and other debts, and relying more
on cash than credit. But retirement could last many
years, and your need for credit doesn't necessarily
disappear on your last day of work. At some point you
may want to buy a second home, move to a retirement
community, take out a home equity loan, or buy a
vehicle; it's also possible you will face an unexpected
expense. Keeping your credit healthy may help you
qualify for a lower interest rate or better terms on a
loan or credit card, or if a credit check is involved,
even help you land a part-time job or obtain a better
deal on auto insurance.

When it comes to getting credit, it's not growing older
that matters — lenders can't deny a credit application
based solely on age. The factors that affect your ability
to get credit are the same as for younger people and
include your debt-to-income ratio (DTI) and your credit
score.

Lenders use your DTI to measure your ability to repay
money you borrow. This ratio is calculated by totaling
your monthly debt payments then dividing that figure
by your gross monthly income. For example, if your
retirement income totals $6,000 and your debt
payments total $2,000, your DTI is 33%. What's
considered a good DTI will vary, depending on lender
requirements and loan type, but lenders generally look
for a DTI of 43% or less.1

If there's a reasonable chance you'll be applying for
credit after you retire, consider what your DTI might be
as you evaluate your retirement income needs or
decide which debts to pay off. And think carefully
about taking on new debt obligations, including
co-signing a loan for a family member.

Another major factor lenders consider is your credit
score. Retirement doesn't automatically affect your
score, because credit reports only reflect your history
of borrowing and repaying money, not your
employment status or your salary. The three things
that count the most toward your score are your
payment history, the amount you owe on credit cards
(including the percentage of available credit you're
using), and the length of your credit history.2 So
continue to make credit card or loan payments on time
(consider setting up autopay or reminders), aim to use
no more than 10% to 30% of your credit limits, and
consider the possible negative impact of closing
accounts that you've had for years but no longer use.

Another way to help keep your credit healthy
throughout retirement is to check your credit report
regularly to spot errors or fraudulent transactions. You
can order free copies of your credit report from
Equifax, Experian, and TransUnion at the official site
AnnualCreditReport.com.
1–2) Experian, 2023
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